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Exoplanets: Detection 
Methods, Results, and 

Habitability

PHY 700 Astrobiology, Lecture 3
4-Oct-2013      HBT    



A few things from last time...



Composition of Earth’s crust is very different 
from its total bulk composition, because it has 
differentiated (i.e., gravitationally settled)
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H2O

N2, O2



Composition of Jupiter and Sun are similar and 
uniform. They are much less differentiated than Earth, 
because of convection.





We know about our Solar System. Let’s look for 
more!



We just point the telescope and find a planet...







Contrast ratio to find a moon: 105 in 100 pixels
We can do this with Hubble, but barely.

Contrast ratio to find a planet: 109 in 1 pixel



Directly imaging planets around other stars is hard!

• The planets are faint

• The stars are bright

• Planet and star are right next to each other



Telescope Resolution
This defines the resolving scale for a telescope

D = telescope aperture diameter

Larger telescopes gather more light (~D2) and have finer 
resolution.

For telescopes on Earth, resolution is limited by earth’s 
atmosphere at D > few meters.
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Direct Imaging of Exoplanets

Contrast ratio between star :

~ few x 10-9 for both Earth and Jupiter

Angular separation between star and planet

~ few urad for Jupiter seen at 10 ly.

It is really hard to image exoplanets. Typical contrast ratio we can 
get to might be 10-4 within a few pixels.
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But we can do one trick!

Contrast 1010 in visible

Contrast 105 in IRText

Planet becomes brighter in IR relative to star... although 
with corresponding decrease in spatial resolution.



Image of Planet Around Beta Pic, 
in IR



Astrometry

A star and planet orbit their common barycenter



The Sun is Pulled by Jupiter



Exoplanets: Astrometric Searches

Search for planets by directly measuring the ‘wobble’ 
in position of the central star as it is tugged around 
by a planet.

• This method is used to study many binary stars, 
so it should work for star + planet, right?

• Typical displacement 

• How big a telescope?
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Exoplanets: Astrometric Searches

Search for planets by directly measuring the ‘wobble’ 
in position of the central star as it is tugged around 
by a planet.

• Astrometry has proven difficult to use to detect 
planets.

• Sufficiently precise position measurements are 
very hard from Earth, and very expensive 
from space.



Radial Velocity Searches

Similar to astrometric searches, except monitor not 
position of star, but its velocity.



Radial Velocity

Radial velocity searches are sensitive to massive 
planets close to their host stars!
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Radial Velocity Measurements
Advantages:

• Can measure orbital eccentricity e

• Can measure multiple planets at once

• Planet mass: M sin i (but not M alone!) 

Difficulties:

• Requires high-precision spectrometer, capable of 
measuring Doppler shifts to few meter/sec.

• Can only detect planets with a component of 
their motion toward observer.

• No measurement of planet’s radius, density



Exoplanets: Transit Searches

Look for exoplanets by searching for planets briefly 
passing in front of their host stars.



Transit Search
Transit Depth: 

• This is not difficult! Easy to do on small 
telescopes.

Orbit of planet must be edge-on for us to see the 
transit. 

Fraction of planets properly aligned for detection:
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Secondary Transit Eclipses!

Can use this method to 
get albedo from transits, 
in addition to radius and 
orbital period.

Transits cannot measure 
mass.



Kepler mission has discovered 1000+ candidate transit planets.



Comparison of Search Methods

Mass 
Measured?

Planet 
Radius 

Measured?

Orbital 
Distance a 
Measured

Spectrum? Surface 
Imaging?

Search 
Bias

Hardware 
Challenge

# 
Detected

Direct 
Imaging

- Brightness Yes Maybe? Brightness

Bright planets 
with 
large 

separation

Extreme 
contrast 
ratio; IR

~ 10

Astrometry M - Yes - -
Massive 
close-in 
planets

Large 
aperture with 
stable skies 
(‘seeing’) or 

AO

~ 1?

Radial 
Velocity

M sin i - Yes - -
Massive 
close-in 
planets

Large 
aperture; 

Large 
spectrometer

s

~ 100

Transits - Yes
if repeated

Yes 
if repeated Yes Albedo

Large planets 
on slow 
orbits

Simple 
hardware ~ 1000

Combine multiple methods and can get 
M, R, density, e, i, a, albedo, spectrum...



No* Earth-like planets yet. But we are getting closer...



Earth-Mass Planets around Pulsars

• Four confirmed Earth-mass planets

• Detected by variation in pulsar 
timing - radio observations at 
Arecibo

• Pulsar rotation rate = 6 msec

• Awful place for life: ionizing 
radiation, and dark





Free-floating Planets

Detected by gravitational microlensing, as planet 
passes in front of distant star.

• Same idea as transits, but causes a brightening 
rather than a drop.

• One-time events, not repeatable.

Might have been ejected from a planetary system.

Or might have formed solo.

Probably very cold - not good candidates for life.





Formation of the SS, and disks
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Orion Constellation
(visible light)



Orion core
(visible light)





Orion core
(visible light)



   Orion Star Forming Region

• Closest bright star-forming region to Earth
• Distance ~ 1500 ly
• Age ~ 10 Myr
• Radius ~ few ly





Orion Trapezium cluster

O/B stars

Low mass stars;
Disks with tails







• Largest Orion disk: 114-426, D ~ 1200 AU  
• Dust grains in disk are grey, and do not redden light as they extinct it
• Dust grains have grown to a few microns or greater in < 1 Myr

Largest Orion disk: 114-426, diameter 1200 AU  



Star Formation

50

1961 view:
“Whether we've ever seen a star form or not is still debated.  The next 
slide is the one piece of evidence that suggests that we have.  Here's a 
picture taken in 1947 of a region of gas, with some stars in it.  And 
here's, only two years later, we see two new bright spots.  The idea is 
that what happened is that gravity has...”

Richard Feynman, Lectures on Physics



Star Formation

51

1961 view:
“Whether we've ever seen a star form or not is still debated.  The next 
slide is the one piece of evidence that suggests that we have.  Here's a 
picture taken in 1947 of a region of gas, with some stars in it.  And 
here's, only two years later, we see two new bright spots.  The idea is 
that what happened is that gravity has...”

Richard Feynman, Lectures on Physics

2000s view: 
Infrared detectors have allowed us to directly see thousands of star 
forming -- nearly everywhere that we see an IR source. 1000+ young 
stars in Orion alone.

Whether we’ve ever seen a planet form or not is the current question!

Star Cluster Formation Star Formation Planet Formation



Circumstellar Disks In 
Orion

• 100+ disks directly observed, diameters 100-1200 AU
• 80%+ of stars in Orion show evidence for having disks

 These stars are too distant and young to directly search for planets… but we 
want to study the environment and processes to understand the planets which 
would be produced in these dense clusters -- and therefore throughout the 
galaxy.



Beta Pic was first circumstellar disk discovered (1980)

Similar appearance as Orion disks, but much older: 
1 Gyr, not 10 Myr



Planet Formation - Classical Model
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Cloud core collapses due to self-gravity
  10,000 AU, 1 Msol

Disk flattens; grains settle to midplane
Planet cores grow
  Disk Mass: ‘Minimum Mass Solar Nebula’
                      MMSN = 0.01 Msol

  Star Mass: ~ 1 Msol

Terrestrial planets form
Jovian planets accrete gas

Disk disperses
Solar System complete after ~ 5-10 Myr

W. Hartmann


